
Ramadan Diwaniya

By Ben Garcia   

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti professionals are interviewed by
Kuwait Times to learn more about the nature of their
jobs, and changes and challenges they have faced dur-
ing the pandemic. The following are excerpts from
Kuwait Times’ interview with astronomer and meteor-
ologist Adel Saadoun.

Kuwait Times: Tell us about your journey as an
astronomer and weather forecaster. 

Adel Saadoun: My curiosity about heavenly bod-
ies, galaxies and planets began when I was a teenage
boy. I started reading books about the sun, moon and
stars. My curiosity took me to our national library,
where I was able to feed my hungry mind. Until now I

read books, because I find answers to all questions in
my mind. In my house I have the most advanced tele-
scope that I use to observe the solar system. 

Kuwait: How often do you use your telescope?  
Saadoun: When I was young, I had a smaller tele-

scope that I used almost every day. But the telescope I
have now is huge and needs at least two people to set
up before you can use it. I use it to observe heavenly
phenomena, eclipses, planet conjunctions and some-
times to enjoy the galaxies and nebulae. I am 70 years
old and my activities are drastically reduced. Most of
the time I prefer to stay at home, especially during this
pandemic. 

Kuwait Times: How did you become a weather
forecaster? 

Saadoun: When I was young, I had a habit of writ-
ing about weather conditions in Kuwait that I used to
record in a small notebook daily. I got the proper his-

tory of our weather, which helped me with my predic-
tions, although now you can easily predict the weather
through modern technology. That small notebook is
still with me today and it’s quite accurate. It launched
my addiction to studying weather conditions in Kuwait. 

I also got interested in studying geography, and got
a degree in geography from Kuwait University, spe-

cializing in atmospheric sciences related to weather
forecasting. If we are talking about the weather, we
must know the main factors affecting the weather.
Today, a lot of people predict the weather just by
looking at mobile applications. Certainly you can use
them as they are based on science, but it is dangerous
if you have no background of weather patterns. 

Kuwait Times: Tell us something about your
famous Aladdin House in Fintas? 

Saadoun: I built this house to be my sanctuary. It is
colorful and cozy with a wide and spacious living room
and a lofty ceiling. I want to go home after a long day
of work and have a good feeling about the place where
I stay. I feel rested when I go home and see the decor.
I have plants and colorful frescos and friezes - it’s a
warm and happy house. 

This house has a mix of architecture from Central
Asia, Europe and a bit of Arabic touch as well. If you
look at the dome of my house, the design was bor-
rowed by Arabs from Central Asia, particularly
Mongolia, from where it spread to Russia,
Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan and other countries in the
region. I completed the house in 1995, two years
before I retired from my Shuaiba Port job. My convic-
tion is if you cannot make a house better, make no
house at all. 
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News in brief
Amnesty for prisoners

KUWAIT: An Amiri decree issued on Monday has
offered amnesty and commuted the prison terms of
some convicts, the Kuwaiti government said. The
public prosecution and interior ministry will collec-
tively implement this measure shortly, the govern-
ment’s communication center tweeted. — KUNA

Kuwait condemns blast

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Cabinet condemned the
“terrorist” Afghan school blast that left dozens of
people dead and wounded. During its weekly
meeting Monday, the Cabinet affirmed Kuwait’s
firm stance rejecting all these terrorist acts, vio-
lence and terrorism in all its forms and manifesta-
tions. The Cabinet expressed their sincere condo-
lences to the Afghan government and people, and
the families of victims. — KUNA

Six hurt in fire

KUWAIT: Six people were injured, including two
critically, in a fire reported in the Waha district of
Jahra Monday night. The victims were rushed to
hospital to be treated from smoke inhalation.
Investigations are underway to find out the cause
of the fire. 

Oil gains 82 cents

KUWAIT: Kuwait oil edged 82 cents higher dur-
ing Monday’s trading sessions to close at $68.13
per barrel (pb) against $67.31 pb the last Friday,
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) said yester-
day. Benchmark Brent crude gained four cents to
$68.32 pb and West Texas Intermediate rose two
cents to $64.92 pb. —KUNA

Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: A vendor displays prayer beads inside his shop at Mubarakiya Market in Kuwait City. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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What is the name of the celebration
observed to mark the end of Ramadan?
A. Eid al-Fitr
B. Eid al-Adha
C. Eid Al-Ghadir
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Weather smartphone apps helpful, but
background necessary: Meteorologist
My curiosity about astronomy began at a young age: Saadoun

‘Ramadan Basket’
helps feed 3,000
families in Kuwait
KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) and
Refood concluded their food rescue initiative titled
‘Ramadan basket’. This initiative was launched as part
of NBK’s Annual Ramadan Program ‘Do Good Deeds in
Ramadan’ to support 3,000 families with food and
goods. 

The “Ramadan Basket” Packages were delivered by
NBK and Refood volunteers via refrigerated trucks to
maintain the quality and safety of products. Refood
and NBK volunteers collected sorted and stored sur-
plus food and goods to share with low-income families. 

Through this initiative, rescuing food and saving the
environment went hand-in-hand. This initiative is con-
sidered as one of the leading Rescuing food initiatives
which  strives to collect excess food that would’ve
gone to waste, and instead, give it to those in need
across Kuwait.

Talal Al-Turki, NBK Public Relations Senior
Manager said, “NBK in partnership with Refood was
delighted to create an initiative that encourages sus-
tainable solutions and reduces food waste. This part-
nership aims to educate the Kuwaiti public about  the
dangers of food waste and create a solution by divert-

ing excess good food from
going to waste to the
plates of people in need.”

“At NBK, we are proud
of this pioneering Kuwaiti
youth in Refood.  Hand in
hand, we look forward to
further enhance and pro-
mote the culture of reduc-
ing food waste and helping
those in need,   while at the
same time conserving eco-
nomic resources from waste,” he added.

NBK is committed to supporting promising Kuwaiti
initiatives that aim to give back to Kuwait. NBK has
maintained its leadership as a pioneer in adopting ini-
tiatives for the benefit of our community. NBK is con-
stantly seeking to further enhance its support promot-
ing a sustainable future.

It is worth mentioning that Refood is a non-profit
company that aims to reduce waste from the food and
consumer goods sector by collecting excess products
from local suppliers and manufacturers. Refood collab-
orates with the industry’s largest food suppliers in
Kuwait to save the largest possible quantity of prod-
ucts from ending up in landfills. Refood provides a ben-
eficiary registration service. Families that meet the eli-
gibility requirements can register and subscribe to
available Refood programs to benefit from the pack-
ages on a regular basis.

Talal Al-Turki


